CREATE A VENUE

That will inspire!
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Stretch tents are quick and easy to setup and
uniquely adaptable to any setting and terrain.
Pitch them on the beach, in the bush, or in any
urban location. Sun, wind or rain – our tents will
keep you protected from the elements and transform any occasion into an unforgettable event.
TENTICKLE is recognised as the most innovative
stretch tent manufacturer worldwide.
Inspired by the original Bedouin tents of North
Africa, TENTICKLE spent 15 years developing
spectacular solutions for festivals, events and
semi-permanent custom installations.
Our Bedouin tents are infinitely flexible and
capable of being set up differently every time by
merely changing the height and positioning of the
tent poles and fixtures.
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Festivals
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Festivals are the birth place of Tentickle and allow
stretch tents to shine on a large scale.
TENTICKLE understands what festival organizers look for
in a venue. We comprehend the various needs of a large
scale event and the potential conditions the stretch tent
will face from both, the event patrons and unpredictable
weather. Extensive experience in sound engineering and
festival organisation helps us to provide you with
exceptional on-site service.
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WHIMSICAL WHITE

Weddings
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Are you looking for a special venue for your upcoming
birthday, family gathering or anniversary?
Our Bedouin stretch tents will provide a festive setting. The
tent fabric is matt in appearance and slightly translucent,
giving it a soft & velvety look that doesn’t need further
decoration or drapery. The tents look especially stunning
in the evening with ambient lighting and subtle decor.
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Whether planning an intimate
affair at a small chateau, an
extravaganza at a high end hotel
resort, or a unique celebration with
close friends and family in the wild
– our beautiful tents present your
wedding with a perfect venue.
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Elegant Evenings
& SPECTACULAR LIGHTING
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BEDOUIN TENTS

On the Beach
Extend your outside covered areas right up to
the high water line with a TENTICKLE tent on the
beach. Our tents offer thick shade and a cool &
breezy place to drink, dine, relax and celebrate
beach life in style.
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THE PERFECT PITCH FOR

Sports Events
11
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Trade Shows &
Corporate Events
Corporate events are an integral part of a
company’s public image and impression.
TENTICKLE tents have an instant, striking
impact on clients and business partners
while creating a sophisticated environment.
Our unique stretch tents will offer you a
marketing edge amongst the crowd and help
you to create the most stand-out, talked about
events and public appearances for your company.
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Festive Gatherings &
Commercial Events
The maximum size of a one-piece tent is 600 square
metres. Bigger installations can be setup by simply
joining tents.
All our fabrics and accessories have been tested
and comply with international safety standards and
certifications. Large scale commercial events as well
as outdoor festive gatherings are quick and easily
setup and protect you and your clients from wind,
rain or scorching sun.
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Extreme Environments
Salt lake or snow slope - experience the great
outdoors with leading edge shelter offering limitless
configuratins for even the harshest terrain.
When undertaking extreme adventures and exploring off grid,
the need for dependable survival gear is paramount.
Minimal invasive installation and TENTICKLE’s leave-nofootprint ethos allow you to create an event venue or base
camp in the most remote and spectacular places.
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SMART SOLUTIONS FOR

Unique Venues

Be it on a balcony, on a rooftop, in your
backyard or as a marquee stretched over
your veranda or patio.
TENTICKLE’s semi-permanent custom tents can
be cut to any shape to fit the most challenging
locations. Extend your property by increasing your
outside covered areas.
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DETACHABLE

Sidewalls
TENTICKLE’s detachable sidewalls protect from
wind and weather without obstructing the view.

Add customised side walls in a combination of
TENTICKLE stretch fabric, rubber-coated
mosquito netting and/or clear PVC. Prepare your
semi permanent installation for every season.
High-grade, rubber coated mosquito netting
allows ventilation while breaking strong wind.
Especially in the tropics, this solution has
become very popular. Clear PVC walls allow
air-conditioning or heating inside the tent. Each
panel only takes a few minutes to attach or
remove - flexibility is key!
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BESPOKE

Stretch Tent Solutions
Your custom design with a turnaround time of 6 - 8 weeks
from concept to creation.
1. Your inquiry: Tell us more about your inTENTions:
size, location, terrain, purpose ...
2. Site visit: We come to survey your property and share ideas
to design your ideal TENTICKLE.

5000

3. Quotation: Shortly after our meeting, we send a detailed quote,
optionally including worldwide transport and installation.
4. Technical drawing: After receiving your positive feedback, our
architect creates a digital technical drawing to help visualize the
shape and flow of your tent.
OPTIONAL: Our in-house architect creates 3D renderings to give a
realistic impression of the final installation.

9000

5. Manufacturing: Once you’ve confirmed our proposal, your tent
22000
goes into production.
6. Delivery: Overland, seafreight or airfreight - whatever suits
you best.
7. Installation: Our rigging team comes to professionally install
your semi permanent stretch tent solution.
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Our trade-marked aluminium profile provides an elegant
solution to attach a stretch tent to a wall and completely
water-proof your space. Customised curved poles are an
ingenious way to stretch a tent over the edge of a platform or a wall without having to anchor outside the given
perimeters. This allows us to rigg on rooftops or in
confined areas requiring maximum coverage. Strong, but
subtle wall anchors, reinforced with chemical anchor, lock
your tent in place for a durable longterm installation. Our
minimally invasive installations take not longer than 48
hours. Transform your ordinary outside area into an
extraordinary venue with TENTICKLE’s bespoke
semi-permanent stertch tent solutions.

Mission ...
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... completed!

LEADING EDGE

Stretch Fabrics
Inspired by the original Bedouin Tents of North Africa, TENTICKLE
have spent 15 years researching and scientifically developing the world’s
first 3-ply organic fabric. The developers at TENTICKLE are driven by a
passion for quality workmanship.
Our organic stretch tent fabrics are manufactured in Cape Town by a
team of specialists with many years of experience. We only use the
latest welding and in house produced seam sealing technologies.
The Organic fabrics are a very popular product in the festival
industry due to its relatively lightweight but high tensile strength. The
original and most flexible of all products rigs easily and sets the
standard for all fabrics.
The TentFlex fabrics have become the standard for semi permanent
installations due to its longterm waterproofing capability, even in harsh
weather conditions. The fabric is treated with an outer matt Teflon
coating ensuring insulation, durability and wind stability.

UV RESISTANT

100% WATERPROOF

FIRE RETARDANT
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OUR

Company
In only 15 years TENTICKLE has become the
leading innovator and global pioneer in the
tenting industry. Extensive investment in
research and development and training of
our expert team culminated in our industry
changing tent solutions.

WE DELIVER WORLDWIDE

GLOBAL RIGGING & SUPPORT

Our well established network of global
distributors provides shipment and delivery
of our tents to customers in most regions
across the world.

Years of experience in developing and
erecting our stretch tent structures around
the world have enabled us to develop a
seamless, efficient and hassle free rigging
process.

With experienced agents across the world,
collectively speaking over 20 languages, we
minimise communication challenges and
maximise service.

The experienced team at our South African
manufacturing facilities has built up years of
expertise regarding import and export
legislation of many countries worldwide,
ensuring that shipping logistics run
smoothly.

With roots firmly established in your local
area, we have an extensive knowledge of
local weather conditions and their impact on
your business - whether you are in Africa, in
Europe, Latin America or Australasia.
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We ensure correct handling and packaging
for air- or seafreight and overcome most
transport related infrastructure challenges
for you to receive your tent timely and in
pristine condition.

While our tents are relatively easy and quick
to set up, our network of agents and
experienced rigging teams is always ready to
support and advise, either with the initial
installation or with the training of your own
crew.
We strive to not only market our
extraordinary tents but also to build lasting
working relationships with our customers.

TENTICKLE

Worldwide
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